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ABSTRACT
This paper provides an overview of the advances on web mining
in the domain of education by categorizing research on the field
using the  web-mining taxonomy: web  content,  web usage  and
web structure mining. Previous reviews focused on data mining
methods  applied  to  data  derived  from  educational  software
applications (web based or not) and institutional administrative
systems  as  well  as  from  data  gathered  in  typical  classroom
environments. The overview focuses on knowledge acquired from
web based  educational  environments  and  the  open web.  More
specifically it addresses: a) applications that dynamically update
their content by extracting relevant educational information from
the open web in order to meet user specific needs, b) applications
that extract knowledge from usage data coming from educational
web-based  environments,  and,  c)  applications  that  obtain
knowledge  coming from structure  data  such as  links  or  social
network connections that exist in e-learning applications and the
open web. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.3.1 [Computers  and  Education]: Computer  Uses  in
Education-  Computer-assisted  instruction,  Distance  learning,
Collaborative  learning,  H.2.8 [Database  management]:
Database Applications-Data mining, I.5.3 [Pattern recognition]:
Clustering-Algorithms,  H.3.3 [Information  storage  and
retrieval]: Information  Search  and  Retrieval-Clustering,
Information filtering, Retrieval models, Search process
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1. INTRODUCTION
The term web mining was introduced by Etzioni in 1996 [8]

to  denote  the  use  of  data  mining  techniques  to  automatically
discover web documents  and services,  extract information from
web resources, and uncover general patterns on the Web.

 

Over the years,  web mining research has been extended to
cover the use of data mining and similar techniques to discover
resources,  patterns,  and  knowledge  from  the  Web  and
web-related data [5]. 

Web  mining  is  broadly  interdisciplinary,  attracting
researchers  from  various  science  fields,  such  as  databases,
artificial  intelligence,  statistics,  cognitive  social  theory,
pedagogy, psychology, linguistics and so on.

The  World  Wide  Web  is  today  a  huge  and  widely
distributed  source  of  information  and  applications,  and  has
advanced to a point  where  it  is  affecting almost  every science
field and every aspect of the human activity and communication.
As a consequence, web mining has applications in many areas,
such  as  e-commerce,  e-services,  administration,  medicine,  and
areas  of societal  benefit,  such as e-government,  politics,  public
security and crime investigation  [13].  Another  area affected by
the advances in web mining is education and this is the focus of
the present work. 

Today there is a vast  amount of educational resources that
can be found all over the Internet,  from University web sites to
tutor personal web pages and recently the social web with sites
like  Facebook,  Blogger  and  YouTube,  where  educational
material  is  hosted  in  text  and  multimedia  form.  However,
educational content  that  exists  in the web is in unstructured or
semi-structured form and in many different formats. This makes
the  task  of  discovering  and  organizing  this  content  in  an
automated way a complex task.

The  developments  in  educational  technology  have
introduced  a  broad  range  of  educational  applications  and
platforms that are mainly web-based. These applications can be
interactive  and  they  can  support  collaborative  learning.  The
educational  content  in these applications is  also in the form of
text  or  multimedia.  These  applications  can  also  combine
entertainment  with  educational  tasks  and  in  this  case  they are
called  edutainment  applications.  They may also  contain  other
interesting features  that  aid the learning process.  For example,
they can contain  “intelligence”  in  order  to  provide  the  learner
with  individualized  instructions  (i.e.,  intelligent  tutoring
systems)  and  adapt  their  content  to  the  learners’  needs  (i.e.,
adaptive hypermedia systems).  A variety of other platforms are
also  used  in  education  today,  for  storing,  organizing  and
distributing educational content and for providing the means of
communication between all  stakeholders  (students,  tutors,  etc.).
Examples  of  such  applications  are  the  Learning  Management
Systems (e.g., Moodle) and Social Networking engines that have
been designed and developed for institutional  use (e.g.,  ELGG
Social Software).

Data mining (DM) research in education has been recorded
since the mid 90s  [25] and the interest  in this field of research
has been increasing since then.
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A considerable number of publications have been presented
in conferences and journals related to Educational Technologies.
The  interest  increased  over  the  years  and  Special  Workshops
were  dedicated  to this  particular  research area in  a number  of
conferences  that  took  place  from  2000  to  2007  (e.g.,  5th
International  Conference  in  Intelligent  Tutoring  Systems  -
ITS’00,  20th  National  Conference  on  Artificial  Intelligence
AAAI’05,  13th Artificial  Intelligence  in  Education  Conference
AIED’07,  7th  IEEE  International  Conference  in  Advanced
Learning  Technologies  -  ICALT’07)[26].  Besides  the  ongoing
publications  that  are  presented  in  conferences  and  journals
related to e-learning,  this  area has advanced today to the point
where an International Conference on Educational Data Mining
(EDM)  is  being  organized  annually  since  2008.  Annual
conferences on EDM were joined by the Journal of Educational
Data Mining,  which published its  first  issue in 2009.  The first
Handbook of Educational  Data  Mining was  published  in  2010
and  in  2011  the  first  International  Educational  Data  Mining
Society  (IEDMS)1 was  formed  with  a  mission  to  promote
research in the interdisciplinary field of educational data mining,
and to organize the EDM conferences and journal. 

Educational data mining, according to the EDM community1

definition, is an emerging discipline, concerned with developing
methods for exploring the unique types of data  that come from
educational  settings,  and  using  those  methods  to  better
understand students and the settings in which they learn in. The
educational settings include the typical classroom environments
(offline  education),  e-learning  applications  and  information
systems that hold data related to the educational process such as
student  attendance,  performance  and  profile  information.
Although  there  are  research  papers  that  apply  DM  on  data
gathered  in  classroom  environments  (e.g.,  student’s
be-havior/performance,  curriculum,  etc.),  and data  coming from
institutional administrative systems, most of the research papers
presented in EDM conferences deal with DM techniques applied
on  data  coming  from  learning  management  systems  (LMS),
intelligent  tutoring  systems  (ITS)  and  adaptive  hypermedia
systems (AEHS)[26].  These applications are mainly web based
and  data  used  from  these  educational  applications  for  data
mining purposes is mainly learner  usage data  and to a smaller
extend content and structure data.

Three reviews have been produced by recognized members
of the EDM community in order to record the developments  in
the  field  [25][26][1].  In these  extensive  and  analytical  reviews
research  was  categorized  according  to  different  taxonomies.
Research  categorization  was  either  based  on  the  data  mining
techniques  used  (i.e  clustering,  classification  and  outlier
detection; association rule mining and sequential pattern mining;
and  text  mining)  and  on  the  areas  of  application  of  EDM
methods  (i.e.,  improvement  of  student  models,  pedagogical
support,  looking  for  empirical  evidence  to  refine  and  extend
educational  theories  etc.).  However,  besides  the  main  focus of
the  EDM  community  which  is  knowledge  extraction  from
e-learning  applications,  there  is  also  research  that  focuses  on
extracting valuable  educational knowledge from the open Web.
More  specifically,  there  is  research  that  aims  at  discovering,
organizing and aggregating valuable educational content from the
open web, using web mining techniques,  and incorporating this
content in eLearning applications. The aim of this overview is to
also  identify and  report  this  ongoing research.  Therefore,  this
overview diverges from the focus of the EDM community, which
deals mainly with knowledge extraction from data derived from
eLearning applications because it provides a broader perspective
of the applications of web mining in education by incorporating

1  www.educationaldatamining.org

research on discovery and classification of educational  content,
as  well  as  knowledge  acquisition  from open  web  resources  in
general. 

The  paper  will  organize  research  associated  with  web
mining in education using the prevalent  web mining taxonomy
and its three main categories: web content, usage, and structure
mining. Although we will be referring quite often throughout this
text to the data mining techniques that are frequently used (i.e.,
classification, clustering, etc.) it is outside the scope of this work
to describe in detail these techniques.

This  paper  is  organized  as  follows:  the  web-mining
taxonomy is described in Section 2, the research in educational
web  mining  is  categorized  with  respect  to  the  web  mining
categories in Section 3, a discussion is carried out in Section 4
and the paper concludes in Section 5.

2. WEB MINING TAXONOMY
Etzioni in 1996 [8] proposed an organization of web mining

into the following sub tasks: (a) resource discovery, for locating
unfamiliar  document  and  services  on the  web,  (b)  information
extraction,  for automatically extracting specific  information for
newly  discovered  documents,  and,  (c)  generalization,  for
uncovering  general  patterns  from  web  sites.  A year  later,  in
1997,  R Cooley,  B Mobasher  and J Srivastava  [7] presented  a
taxonomy with two main categories: web content and web usage
mining.  Today,  this  taxonomy,  extended  by one more category
(structure mining) is widely accepted and this is evident from a
large  number  of publications.  However,  the  definitions  of the
categories  have  been  changing and  will  continue  to  change to
map the web evolution and to embrace new research methods. 

2.1 Web Content Mining
Web  content  mining  describes  the  discovery  of  useful

information and the extraction of knowledge from the contents of
the Web. Application of text mining to web content has been the
most  widely researched  topic.  Issues  addressed  in  text  mining
are: topic discovery, extraction of association patterns, clustering
of web documents and classification of web pages [34].

Web content has been increasing steadily over the years and
this process has been accelerated with the advent of Web 2.0 and
the user generated content.  Today the web is not dominated by
commercial  and institutional  sites  anymore and content  can be
uploaded by every individual  with a connection to the Internet.
Web content may encompass a very broad range of data. Besides
the typical hypertext or the document data that exists in various
formats  (i.e.,  pdf),  the  Web  also  contains  large  volumes  of
multimedia  data,  such  as  images,  video  and  animations.  The
advent  of high speed broadband connections and the arrival  of
video  and  image  sharing  sites  like  YouTube  and  Flickr,
contributed  to the increase  of multimedia  data  on the Internet.
This  gives  particular  importance  to  a  research  field  related  to
web content mining called multimedia web mining. Multimedia
web mining focuses on mining methods applied  to multimedia
data. Another field that is closely related to web content mining
(or is part  of content mining,  according to some researchers)  is
opinion mining and sentiment  analysis.  This  field  uses  natural
language processing (NLP) and text  mining techniques in order
to automatically identify and recognize opinions and emotions in
text derived from user posts and comments in web forums, blogs
and other social media sites. 

Web content  mining is  also closely related  to information
retrieval  (IR).  Researchers  have  claimed  that  resource  or
document  discovery on the  web is  an  instance  of web content
mining  and  others  associate  web  mining  with  intelligent  IR.



Kosala and Blockheel [11] claim in their work that web mining
is  part  of the (web)  information retrieval  (IR) and information
extraction  (IE)  process  since  web  mining  methods  such  as
document classification or categorization are frequently used in
both in information retrieval (IR) and information extraction (IE).
The authors propose that research in web content mining could
be differentiated from two points of view: Information retrieval
(IR) and Database (DB) views. The goal of web content mining
from the IR view is mainly to assist or improve the information
finding or the filtering of the information, while the goal of web
content mining from the DB view is to model data on the web
and to integrate  them so that  more  sophisticated  queries  other
than the keywords based search could be performed. They also
state  that  IR view has global scope and spans the entire  Web,
while  the  DB view has  local  scope  and  spans  a  specific  web
page.

2.2 Web Usage Mining 
Web usage mining focuses on the discovery of knowledge

from  user  activity  while  browsing  internet  sites  and  web
applications.  This activity data can be found in various formats
and in a number of places, such as web server access logs, proxy
server  logs,  browser  logs,  cookies,  and  databases  of  online
applications, depending on whether  the collection is carried out
at server level, client level or proxy level.  Browsing activity can
also be  recorded with  the aid  of small  software  programs that
enhance  the  functionality  of  the  client  browser  (i.e.,  google
toolbar,  firefox  addons,  chrome  extentions).  The  browsing
activity captured  by the  browser  can then  be  stored  in  remote
databases.  Web usage mining exploits  user  data  in order to go
one step further than log analysis tools, which provide statistics
about site visitor activity (i.e., page hits, times of visits, hits per
hour,  etc.).  Acquiring knowledge about  the user  behaviour and
usage patterns has proven very useful for a number of application
areas, such as e-commerce, video games and elearning that is the
focus of this paper. 

2.3 Web structure Mining
Knowledge extraction based on the structure of the Web is

known  as  web  structure  mining.  The  Web  contains  a  large
variety of objects with no unifying structure, such as web pages,
multimedia  data,  etc.  These  objects  can  be  connected  to  one
another either by hyperlinks or other types of social connections.
Mining these types of connections is known as hyperlink network
analysis (HNA) or social  network  analysis  (SNA) or structural
analysis. The social network notion is derived from sociology. A
social network is a set of nodes (people,  organizations or other
social  entities)  connected  by  a  set  of  relationships,  such  as
friendship,  affiliation  or  information  exchange  [40].  Social
network analysis (or social network mining) is a set of research
procedures  for identifying structures in social  systems based on
the  relations  among  system  components.  Hyperlink  network
mining on the other hand casts hyperlinks between web sites as
social  and  communicational  ties  applying  standard  techniques
from SNA  [22].  Thus,  web  structure  mining  is  the  process  of
obtaining  knowledge  from  a  web  graph  (e.g.,  identifying
communities and influential websites or blogs), which is formed
either  by extracting link connections between web pages or by
extracting other types of connections that result from interaction
and  communication  activity  amongst  users  in  the  social  web.
Such activity can be  the  friendship  relation between  Facebook
users, the “likes” and comments attached to a Facebook post, the
follower connection in Twitter,  the subscription in a You-Tube
channel,  the  rating or the comments  in a You-Tube video or a
blog post. These social connections however can also be viewed

as hyperlinks from a strictly technical point of view. HITS and
PageRank are two page ranking algorithms that are based on web
structure  mining.  These  algorithms calculate  the importance of
web pages from the link structure of the web. Similar techniques
based  on  the  analysis  of  the  linking  behaviour  amongst  web
pages, can also be applied to the social Web. For example these
techniques can be used to calculate the importance of blogs in the
blogosphere  (e.g.,  Technorati  authority  measurement)  or  the
importance of individuals  in web communities  (e.g.,  influential
social media users). Similar techniques are used for ranking the
importance of scientific journals (e.g., impact factor). 

3. APPLICATIONS OF WEB MINING 
IN EDUCATION
Several procedures were followed to produce this overview. First
the  Scholar  Google  and  DBLP  databases  were  searched
extensively based on a range of key terms.  The key terms used
were  always  a  combination of terms  associated  to web mining
and  terms  referring  to  education  (i.e.,  education,  educational
content,  e-learning  etc.).  The  terms  associated  to  web  mining
included  content,  usage  and  structure  mining,  classification,
clustering,  association  rule,  information  retrieval  and  focused
crawling,  mashups,  social  network  analysis,  and  link  analysis.
Furthermore the reference section for each relevant article found
was searched in order to find additional articles.  More than 100
articles were examined. Finally all EDM conference papers from
2008 to 2012 were scanned in order to be categorized according
to the Web mining taxonomy. The overview concentrates mainly
on research carried out from 2005 onwards

3.1 Web Content Mining in Education
Content  mining  methods  can  be  viewed  from an  information
retrieval (IR) or database (DB) view. IR has global scope while
DB view has  local  scope.  Global  scope  spans  the  entire  web
while  local scope spans a specific web page.  These  web pages
can either  be ordinary sites  with educational content or content
that  exists  in  e-learning  applications.  In  this  section  we  will
examine applications of web content mining in education giving
focus to the IR view.

Web  content  mining  in  education  encompasses  methods
used to retrieve meaningful educational content from the Web to
meet user specific needs, and valuable knowledge that could help
educators  in  the  learning process  and in  decision making.  The
web resources that contain educational content are following the
general  trend  of  the  web  where  information  is  constantly
changing. New sites are coming into existence and old sites are
either updated or withdrawn on a daily basis. The popularity of
exchange  and  dissemination  of  content  through  the  web  has
created  a  huge  amount  of  educational  resources,  and  the
challenge  of locating  suitable  learning  references  specific  to  a
learning  topic  has  become  a  big  challenge  [23].  Various
researchers  tried  to  address  this  specific  problem  by  using
information retrieval  methods and data  mining techniques  such
as classification and clustering. These methods were used either
to provide  the  users  with  efficient  tools  to track topic specific
educational resources or to build digital libraries and e-learning
applications that update their content dynamically. 

For  example,  Prashant  et  al. [23] attempted  to  give  a
solution to the problem of locating learning materials in the web
tailored to user needs, by developing an intelligent repository of
educational resources that updates its content dynamically. Their
work  used  crawling,  classification,  and  information  extraction
techniques  for the task of identifying useful  softwares/tools for
education from the web.  Tang and McCalla  [38] developed an



e-learning  environment  that  updates  its  content  in  a  dynamic
manner  by  retrieving  topic  specific  scientific  articles  from
CiteSeer.  Besides  acquiring knowledge from the  web with  the
use  of information retrieval  methods,  this  system also extracts
knowledge  from the  users’  interaction  with  the  system (usage
data) to recommend new articles to the user according to his/her
interests.  Therefore, the authors in this system combine content
mining with usage mining methods, which are considered in the
next section.

Focused  crawling  is  an  information  retrieval  method  that
can  be  used  in  order  to  discover  and  categorize  educational
content by topic area. A focused crawler can be defined as a web
crawler  that seeks,  retrieves,  indexes and maintains pages on a
specific topic,  which represents  a relatively narrow segment  of
the web. There are examples of research where focused crawling
is  used  in  order  to  search  and  deliver  appropriate  learning
material  to  users.  Focused  crawling  was  used  by  Biletskiy,
Wojcenovic and Baghi [2] who developed a technical solution for
tracing learning  objects  from digital  libraries  on the  Web,  for
further  search  and  delivery to  learners.  Premlatha  and  Geetha
[24] used  focused  crawling  to  traverse  the  Web  and  collect
educational resources, categorized by topic area, for an e-learning
content  management  system.  Schmitz  et  al. [30] used  focused
crawling  in  their  system  called  Courseware  Watchdog,  which
aimed at finding and visualizing educational material on the web
and in peer-to-peer  networks according to user needs.  Lawless,
Hederman,  and  Wade  developed  a  system  [56] named  Open
Corpus Content Service (OCCS) that enables the discovery and
classification of educational content from open corpus sources in
the  web  and  facilitated  the  incorporation  of such  content  into
elearning systems. OCCS discovers, harvests and indexes content
with the use of a focused crawler, content classifier and indexer.
These are some examples but we have also spotted some others
in the literature [15][14].

The  volume  of  the  Web  is  increasing  rapidly  and  this
process  has  been  accelerated  by the  introduction  of the  social
web  and  the  user  generated  content  that  is  added  to  it  (e.g.,
YouTube).  The  content  of  Web  2.0  can  be  exploited  for
educational  purposes.  APIs that  provide  interfaces  to Web 2.0
services, crawling techniques and other content mining methods
can be used in order to retrieve and aggregate useful educational
content. An example of such an effort is the research conducted
by Hong et al. [9] who used information retrieval, clustering and
natural  language  processing  (NLP)  techniques  to  construct  a
multimedia  encyclopedia  called  Mediapedia,  which  is
automatically produced  and  dynamically updated  by leveraging
on the online  Web 2.0 resources (i.e.,  Wikipedia  and FlickR).
The  system  crawls  diverse  images  from  Flickr  and  uses
clustering to generate  exemplar  images for specific concepts.  It
then  associates  the  exemplar  images  with  relevant  contents
derived from Wikipedia, by using NLP techniques and noisy tag
filtering. As a last step the system presents the text contents for
each  concept  with  a  synchronized  video  presentation  that  is
constructed from the exemplar images. 

Content mining can also be used in combination with other
techniques in order to produce new content from existing content
on the web. Microsoft researchers Scott, Liu and Zhou [31] used
web  content  mining  and  NLP techniques  in  order  to  develop
Engkoo, a system for exploring and learning languages by mining
translation  knowledge  (a  massive  set  of  bilingual  terms  and
sentences)  from  across  billions  of  web  pages.  Engoo  was
primarily used for Chinese users  who are learning English,  but
the  authors  claim  its  underlying  technology  is  language
independent and can be extended in other language domains. 

Although  so  far  we  focused  on  content  mining  from the
Information  Retrieval  (IR)  point  of  view,  and  specifically,  in
applications that extract knowledge from the open web, content
mining methods can also be applied to content that exists inside
web  pages  and  e-learning  platforms.  Research  in  this  field
includes text mining and sentiment mining techniques applied to
learner  generated  data  (e.g.,  student  discussions  in  forum
threads)  [16][10],  text  mining techniques applied on e-learning
material  in  order  to  construct  a  concept  map  [33],  natural
language  processing  and  other  content  based  methods  that
automatically  evaluate  student  knowledge  about  a  topic  by
comparing student input with various sources of knowledge that
describe the topic accurately [29], etc. 

Finally, web content mining in the context of education can
also  be  used  to  deliver  knowledge  to  educators  in  order  to
support decision-making. Ciolac, Luban and Dobrea [6] proposed
an  automated  web  content  mining  framework  to  evaluate  the
compatibility  between  university  curricula  and  market
qualification  needs.  To  achieve  this,  they  used  software
information  agents  to  derive  information  from  university  and
e-recruitment web sites.

3.2 Web Usage Mining in Education
Advances in educational technology are constant and have a

considerable  impact  on  the  way  teaching  is  conducted.
Technology developments affect almost every area of education.
Interactive learning applications have been developed for a broad
range  of  subjects  such  as  mathematics,  science,  language
learning,  and  for  different  areas  of education,  such  as  special
education and teacher education. These applications can contain
“intelligence” and adaptability to the user needs (i.e., Intelligent
Tutoring  systems,  Adaptive  Hypermedia  Systems).  In  other
words, these applications can match their instructional content or
adapt their educational content to the learner’s changing state of
knowledge,  performance  or  interests,  motivations  and  identity.
These  applications  can  be  operated  offline  but  many  are
web-based  and  can  be  accessed  through  the Web.  Learning
management  systems  are  also  web-based.  Almost  all  higher
institutions use in one way or the other some form of web based
environment  for  educational  purposes  and  web  usage  data
coming  from  these  environments  make  up  a  gold  mine  for
educational web usage mining. 

Web usage  mining  has  been  used  in  the  past  by various
disciplines, such as e-commerce, to obtain knowledge about the
consumer  interests  and  navigational  behavior.  This  knowledge
was  then  used  to  increase  consumer  sales.  Equivalently,  web
usage  mining  in  educational  environments  can  be  used  to
understand  student  learning  patterns  and  the  environment  in
which the learning process takes place. Most papers in the field
of web mining in education are dedicated to data mining methods
performed  on  usage  data  in  order  to  acquire  a  better
understanding  on  the  student  learning  patterns.  The  EDM
community  research  focuses  on  knowledge  extracted  from
educational  settings  and  these  settings  are  mainly educational
environments  and  to  a  smaller  extend  typical  classroom
environments  and administrative  information systems  that  hold
student profile and performance information. 

Web-based learning environments are able to record student
actions and interactions (in log files and databases),  and hence,
are  able  to  provide  a  huge  amount  of learning  profiles.  Web
usage mining in educational environments can be used to answer
questions like: “which are the most common navigational routes
followed  by  the  learners  and  which  of  these  routes  lead  to
effective  learning?”  [27],  “how  effective  is  an  educational
environment?”,  “Which  are  the  pages/topics  that  students  skip



and what is the amount of time the students spend with a single
page,  a  chapter  or  the  full  course?”  “can  we  predict  the
performance  of the  learners  by examining  their  activity in  an
LMS?” [42], “how likely a student is to give a correct answer to
a problem in an intelligent tutoring system?” [4], “which are the
main student categories according to their learning patterns in an
LMS?”  [28],  “can  we  predict  the  student  failure  and  dropout
rate?” [18] etc.

In this  category of Web Usage  mining  from data  coming
from  educational  environments  we  find  a  great  number  of
publications  mainly  presented  in  the  EDM  conferences  and
workshops but also in other conferences and journals dedicated
to education. Web usage data in EDM research is mainly derived
from  learning  management,  intelligent  tutoring,  and  adaptive
hypermedia  systems,  and  to  a  smaller  extend,  from  other
web-based applications that assist and evaluate learning, such as,
educational games, online tests and quizzes, etc. Until 2005, data
universally  came  from  the  research  group  conducting  the
analysis. In other words, in order to do educational data mining
research,  a  researcher  first  needed  to  collect  one’s  own
educational data [1]. This is no longer a necessity due to the fact
that Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center opened a public data
repository,  the  PSLC  DataShop2, which  makes  substantial
quantities of data from a variety of online learning environments
available for free to any researcher worldwide. In this way, a data
mining researcher who does not have access to usage data stored
in  log  or  database  files  of educational  environments,  can  use
DataShop data in order to conduct research but also to compare
research findings with other researchers that have used the same
data sets, or to build on other researchers’ past efforts [1].

3.3 Web Structure Mining in Education
Web structure mining also has applications in education. In

the last  few years, there has been an increasing focus on social
software  applications  and  services  as  a  result  of  the  rapid
evolution of Web 2.0.  Web 2.0 tools such as blogs,  wikis  and
social  networking platforms (i.e.,  Facebook, Twitter)  and other
types of collaborative learning tools are adopted today by many
educators [20] [39][49]. Web 2.0 features are also incorporated in
known e-learning  platforms  (e.g.,  Moodle).  The  exploration  of
social relationships developed in these environments but also in
other  collaborative  learning  environments  through  user
interactions and collaboration can be used for drawing important
conclusions  about  the  learner  behaviour  and  to  discover
communities  that  are  formed in  these  environments.  The  SNA
approach  offers  a  method  for  mapping  interactions  amongst
actors  within  a  network,  visualizing  connectedness,  and
quantifying  some  characteristics  of  these  processes  within  a
community  [12].  The  actors  (or  nodes)  of a  network  graph  in
e-learning settings typically represent students or teachers. Nodes
may also represent other entities if the domain is the open web
(e.g.,  web  pages,  digital  libraries)  such  as  institutions  and
articles. E-learning in work settings can also involve co-workers
and collaborators. 

In  the  literature  we  encounter  a  number  of  publications
concerning SNA in online learning environments. De Laat  et al.
[12] provided  a  general  overview  of  how SNA is  applied  in
computer-supported  collaborative  learning  research.  Stepanyan,
Borau  and  Ullrich  [35][36] used  the  microblogging  platform
Twitter  in  the  educational  process  and  carried  out  SNA  to
identify the  patterns  and  trends  of network  dynamics.  Xu and
Recker  [41] collected  user  activity  data  in  a  peer  production
educational system, and followed a social network perspective in

2  https://pslcdatashop.web.cmu.edu/

analysing  this  data.  They  focused  their  research  on  the
relationships  between  users  (teachers  in  this  case)  in  order  to
identify important  users  and  like-minded  user  groups.  Crespo
and Antunes  [50] use  effective  techniques  for  social  networks
analysis  to  quantify the  performance  of students  in  teamwork.
There  are  of  course  more  instances  of  SNA  applications  in
e-learning [32] [50][51]. 

In the category of structure mining, we also need to include
the  large  number  of  applications  that  use  books  and  articles
stored  in  scientific  databases  (i.e.,  Citeseer,  Scholar  Google,
DBLP) in order to obtain knowledge from article content and the
citation graph.  These  applications use web content  mining and
web structure mining methods for tasks such as identification of
web  communities,  areas  impacted  by  specific  research,
co-authorship  networks  [17],  the  network  of  conference
participants [19] etc. For example, Tang et al. [37] developed the
ArtMiner  System that  aims  at  extracting and mining academic
social networks.  Their  goal was to build a system that extracts
researcher  profiles  automatically  from the  web  and  integrates
these profiles  with  publication data  derived from online digital
libraries.  Furthermore  the  system  models  the  entire  academic
network and provides search services for this network. Cai et al.
[3] used data mining techniques to discover hidden communities
in heterogeneous social networks, and used the DBLP dataset to
demonstrate  the effectiveness  of their method. The applications
in this field are numerous and the whole field of citation analysis
could fall under this category. 

There are also publications that use link analysis to identify
inter-institutional relations [21]. Although academic and research
community identification is  not  directly related  to the  learning
process,  it  may be  of  interest  to  its  stakeholders  and  can  be
valuable to the educational progress. 
Finally,  according  to  some  researchers  [26],  collaborative
filtering  or  social  filtering  is  also related  to  social  network  or
structural mining. Collaborative filtering is a method of making
automatic predictions (filtering) about the interests of a user by
collecting taste  preferences  from users  that  share  a  number  of
similar  interests.  In this  case,  the graph examined is the graph
created by the user preferences. Collaborative filtering is used for
producing personal recommendations.

4. DISCUSSION
Having given  examples  of applications  of web  mining  in

education, it must be stated that the mining tasks of web content,
usage,  and  structure  mining  can  be  used  in  isolation  or  in
combination  [11].  There  are  many applications  that  use  more
than  one of these  tasks  in  combination  in  order  to accomplish
their  objectives.  For  example  there  is  research  that  combines
social  network  analysis  with  content  analysis  to  gain  a  richer
picture  of  networked  learning, investigating  not  only  who  is
talking to whom, but what they are talking about and why they
are talking in this way. For example De Laat  et al.  [57] applied
SNA to visualise the social structure of Networked Learning
Communities, Content Analysis (CA) to identify learning and
teaching  processes  and  Context  Analysis  (CxA)  to  study
students' personal experiences and intentions. Recommendation
or  personalization  techniques  (content  based  and  collaborative
filtering)  rely  mainly  on  usage  data  but  also  on  educational
content  and  structural  information  that  reside  in  e-learning
applications in order to provide users with the information they
want  or  need,  without  expecting  from  them  to  ask  for  it
explicitly. There are of course other examples where we have a
combination of mining methods for achieving a task and some
examples have been given in earlier sections [38][33].



Another  point  of  consideration  is  that  the  distinction
amongst the web mining categories has never been clear-cut [11].
These distinctions are probably even more blurred today with the
evolution of the participatory Web 2.0. For example, text posted
by users  on a  social  web  platform can be subject  to all  three
categories.  Web content mining techniques such as text mining
and opinion mining can be used to obtain knowledge from the
textual  data (e.g.,  the sentiment polarity of the document),  web
usage mining methods can be used to acquire knowledge about
the user behavior by exploring more quantitative aspects, such as
the number of posts  a user  makes  and the amount  of text  in a
post, and, finally, text postings (i.e., comments) in a blog, forum,
or  another  social  networking  platform  can  be  viewed  as
interaction data  between the users,  and therefore,  be subject to
web  structure  mining.  The  web  mining  taxonomy is  heavily
related to the Web 1.0 environment and the arrival of Web 2.0
may pose the need for new taxonomy theories or redefinition of
the existing ones.

Web  usage  mining  methods  in  education  appear
considerably  more  frequently  in  literature  when  compared  to
content  mining and structure  mining methods.  As explained  in
the  beginning  of  this  paper,  the  EDM  community  research
focuses  on  extracting  knowledge  from  educational  settings.
Although  these  settings  are  not  restricted  to  e-learning
applications  most  of the  research  concentrates  on data  mining
methods applied on usage data coming from intelligent  tutoring
systems  (ITS),  adaptive  hypermedia  systems  (AEHS)  and
learning management systems (LMS),  which are used in higher
but also in other levels of education. 

Content mining research focusing on discovering, organizing
and  aggregating  educational  content  is  limited.  In  the  search
carried  out in  scientific databases  (DBLP and Scholar  Google)
and in EDM conference proceedings, we were able to spot only a
handful  of  instances  and  most  of  them  are  included  in  the
references  (e.g.,  [23][30][38][2][24][56]).  This  research  is  of
great interest since it proposes automated ways to utilize the vast
amount of educational material that resides in the web. However
the  task  of  discovering  and  organizing  relevant  educational
material is a complex task due to the fact that web content is in
unstructured  or  semi  structured  form and  educational  material
exists  in  many different  formats  (e.g.,  notes,  articles,  videos,
powerpoint presentations etc.). 

Social network analysis (or structural  analysis) methods in
web  based  education  appear  more  frequently  than  IR content
mining  methods  but  considerably  less  frequently  than  usage
mining  methods.  Research  efforts  that  use  social  network
analysis  to  extract  knowledge  from  educational  applications
made their appearance after 2005 according to the EDM review
carried  out  in  2010  [26].  In  this  review  15  out  of  the  306
references examined were related to social network mining.  By
looking  at  the  publications  from the  top  five  Journals  in  the
Scholar  Google  Educational  Technology  impact  list  (i.e.,
Computer Education, British Journal of Educational Technology,
Journal of Computer Assisted Learning, Educational Technology
& Society, Educational Technology Research and Development)
for the year 2012 together with the EDM conference proceedings
for  the  same  year,  we  identify 6  publications  that  use  social
network  mining  techniques  [50][51][52][53][54][55].  Thus,  we
could conclude that research on using social network analysis in
the  educational  domain  is  increasing  and  will  most  likely
continue  to  increase  since  the  use  of  educational  Web  2.0
applications  and  collaborative  tools  is  a  relatively  new  and
emerging trend. The fact that Web 2.0 tools usage is an emerging
trend  in  education  is  evident  from the  number  of publications
that  appear  in  the  five  journals  mentioned  above  for  the  year

2012.  An examination  of the  aforementioned  publications  will
reveal that  there are two special  issues dedicated to the use of
Web 2.0 tools in education with 6 and 5 publications accordingly
that  are  directly related  to the  topic  [45][46].  Furthermore  we
were able to track at least 5 instances related to the use of Web
2.0 tools in education (i.e.,[43],[44],[47][48][49]) in the other 3
journals.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we provided an overview of the applications of

web  mining  in  education  by  categorizing  applications  with
respect  to  the  three  web  mining categories:  web  content,  web
usage,  and  web structure  mining.  Content  mining methods are
used  to  retrieve,  organize  and  aggregate  educational  resources
from the web and to extract knowledge from the content that lies
inside e-learning platforms. This paper also reports research that
uses content mining methods from the IR view, which was absent
from  previous  reviews  that  focused  mainly  on  knowledge
extraction from usage data coming from e-learning environments.
Web usage mining methods are used to obtain knowledge from
learner  activity  data  in  web  based  educational  settings.  Web
structure  mining  methods,  such  as  social  network  analysis,
extract knowledge from graphs that are formed from interactions
and collaboration amongst  users  in  e-learning applications,  but
also  from  links  that  reside  in  the  web  between  educational
related entities (e.g., inter- institutional web link connections) as
well as co-citations in scientific articles. 

Web usage mining methods in web based education appear
considerably  more  frequently  in  literature  when  compared  to
content  mining  and  structure  mining  methods.  Research  using
content  mining methods from the IR view in order  to discover
and  organize  or  aggregate  educational  content  from  different
sources  is  to  the  best  of out  knowledge  limited.  On the  other
hand  research  using  social  network  analysis  in  educational
environments started to appear from 2005 onwards and there are
signs that it is increasing. This research will most likely continue
to increase since the use of educational Web 2.0 applications and
collaborative tools is a relatively new and emerging trend.
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